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This year, God is calling us to be built strong by setting
ourselves on Him as our foundation. As we continue on
with our WYC, the first challenge for each and every
one of us is to set ourselves on Rock who is Christ. If
we are to set ourselves on this Rock however, we are
first called to have a certain set of values that will allow
us to do so. These workshops aim to build-up a certain
virtue for the participants that they may have the right
foundation to build our lives around Him, that we be
SET ON ROCK.
Through the Build Up Workshops we are called to
Build up Faith, Build up Hope, Build Up Love, and Build
up Mission.
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BUILD UP FAITH

Is this God’s will for me?
Build Up Faith

•

Fr. Mike La Guardia

How can we have proper devotion to Mary?
Build Up Faith

•

Kaye Matignas

Mass in not boring
Build Up Faith • Fr. Juvelan Samia

What makes a saint a saint?
• Raine Eguico

Build Up Faith

BUILD UP HOPE

Seeing beyond
Build Up Hope • Joy Eguia

Mental health 101 for youth
Build Up Hope • Sweet Remandaban

Mental health 101 for parents
Build Up Hope • Chinka Sarmiento
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BUILD UP LOVE

Made for Love
Build Up Love • Jo-i Villas

Know where
Build Up Love • Guadelia Guerra

Life matters
Build Up Love • Rj Moriones

BUILD UP MISSION

Content is key
• Andy Gruet

Build Up Mission

You have a story to tell
• Jepoy Meneses

Build Up Mission

Road to 500
Build Up Mission • Dylan Reyes
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Is this God’s will for me?
Build Up Faith

F O L L OW I N G

•

Fr. Mike La Guardia

...

Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

“Come” - You have been invited
What must I do? Where do I go from here?
Plan - a grand design
“Be holy, for I the Lord, your God is holy.” - Leviticus 19:2
“So be perfect just as your Heavenly Father is perfect.” - Matthew 5:48
“This is God’s will for you: your sanctification.” - 1 Thessalonians 4:3
Christian Life: A Call to Holiness; Called to be Saints
“To die for the faith is a gift to some. To live the faith is a call for all.”
- Pope John Paul II
“A Christian cannot think of his or her mission on earth without seeing it as
a path to holiness.” - Pope Francis
“Holiness is nothing other than charity lived to the full.” - Pope Francis
Human Person
= a composite of body and soul
= a rational animal
= an embodied or an incarnate spirit
- Two faculties of the soul: intellect (self-consciousness) and
will (self-determination)
= Imago Dei (God created us in His own image and likeness); This image
and likeness are found in the soul.
Human Dignity or “dangal”
= Given to us by God because we all have intellect and will.
= God’s gift to us and we owe this to Him.
= Something that is beyond race, color, class, language, religion,
status, gender, whatever circumstances we have.
= With the use of our intellect and will, we can make our way towards
the path to holiness.
Choices - Moral Decision-Making Process
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• Three Main Choices in Life
= Religious or Priestly life
= Single Blessedness
= Married Life
• “I am not what happened to me. I am what I choose to become.” - Carl Jung
• “Is this also God’s will for me? Is my choice according to His choice?”
• Discernment - a process; authentication of an experience as coming from
God through time.
= Came from the Latin word “discernere” which means “to separate”
= Three signs from God:
1. Inclination - “Feel ko ba?” / “Do I feel it?”
2. Disposition - “Kaya ko ba?” / “Can I do it?”
1. Head
2. Heart
3. Health
4. Home
3. Motivation - “Why ba?” / “Why?”; most significant
= If this is my path towards holiness, then this is God’s calling for me.
= God wants us to optimize our gifts of intellect and will.
• Spiritual Direction - ask for someone who is a master in this journey of life;
an accompaniment; having a co-journeyer
• Ask God directly about His will through a loving conversation called prayer.
Tell Him your heart’s desires.
• Prayer - loving correction
• God is telling you, “I have a preference for you, but you are My son. You
have your freedom and I respect that freedom. And whatever it is that is
your heart’s desire, then, I would also take that as what is good for you.
And so let’s have that dream fulfilled, I would support you.”
• We can ask God “What is your will for me?” But perhaps, He’s also asking
us “What is your heart’s desire? What is it that you want? Where is your
inclination? I’ve given you so many talents and gifts. Where do you think
you are disposed to put those gifts at this service of My Kingdom and your
fellow men and women? And why would you want to live that kind of life?”
• Telling signs that a certain decision is God’s will for me - inner peace and
inner joy
• It’s all a matter of perspective:
1. God is my loving Father. He is not just a Creator, He is my Creator.
He is not just providence, He is my Divine Providence. He is not just
Father to all of us, He is my loving Father.
2. The perspective of myself: “I am His beloved. I am His child.”
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• The desire of God is what would make us truly happy.
• Our happiness is actually connected with our holiness.
• When we reach out to God and tell Him our heart’s desire and that is also the desire of
God for us, what a beautiful life that would be. That would be the meeting of two hearts.
That would be the meeting of two plans; His divine plan and my own human plan. That
would be the meeting of two designs; His design and my design. That would be the
meeting of two dreams; I have a dream, God also has a dream for me. And when these
two dreams meet then what a beautiful life that would be. That would be a dream that
would be certainly translated into a reality.
Activity
Share your realization(s) through a Facebook status or a tweet and use the hashtags
#VWYC2020 #BuiltStrong2020 #MissionNeverStops #LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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How can we have proper
devotion to Mary?
Build Up Faith

F O L L OW I N G

Takeaways
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...

•

Kaye Matignas

The 15 Promises to those who pray the Rosary:
1. Whoever shall faithfully serve me by the recitation of the Rosary, shall receive
signal graces.
2. I promise my special protection and the greatest graces to all those who shall
recite the Rosary.
3. The Rosary shall be a powerful armor against hell, it will destroy vice, decrease
sin, and defeat heresies.
4. The Rosary will cause virtue and good works to flourish; it will obtain for souls
the abundant mercy of God; it will withdraw the hearts of men from the love of
the world and its vanities, and will lift them to the desire for eternal things. Oh,
that souls would sanctify themselves by this means.
5. The soul which recommends itself to me by the recitation of the Rosary, shall
not perish.
6. Whoever
shall recite the Rosary devoutly, applying himself to the consideration
Whoe
of its sacred mysteries shall never be conquered by misfortune. God will not
chastise him in His justice, he shall not perish by an unprovided death; if he be
just he shall remain in the grace of God, and become worthy of eternal life.
7. Whoever shall have a true devotion for the Rosary shall not die without the
sacraments of the Church.
8. Those who are faithful to recite the Rosary shall have during their life and at
their death the light of God and the plentitude of Hisgraces; at the moment of
death, they shall participate in the merits of the saints in paradise.
9. I shall deliver from Purgatory those who have been devoted to the Rosary.
10. The faithful children of the Rosary shall merit a high degree of glory in Heaven.
11. You shall obtain all you ask of me by the recitation of the Rosary.
12. All those who propagate the Holy Rosary shall be aided by me in their
necessities.
have obtained from my Divine Son that all the advocates of the Rosary shall
13. I ha
have for intercessors the entire celestial court during their life and at the hour
of death.
14. All who recite the Rosary are my sons and daughters, and brothers and sisters
of my only Son Jesus Christ.
15. The devotion of my Rosary is a great sign of predestination.
“De Maria, numquam satis” (Of Mary, there is never enough.)
(St. Bernard of Clairvaux)
Clair
“Never be afraid of loving the Blessed Mother too much, you can never love her
more than Jesus did.” (St. Maximilian Kolbe)
Activity
Pray the Holy Rosary every day.
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Mass is not boring
Build Up Faith

F O L L OW I N G

•

Fr. Juvelan Samia

...

Takeaways
3 ways on how to appreciate the Holy Mass
1. Commit to attend Sunday Mass
2. Understand the meaning of the Mass
What is the Holy Mass?
The Holy Mass is the memorial of the sacrifice
of Christ on the cross
The Holy Mass is a memorial or a prophecy of the
great feast that will happen in heaven at the end of time
The Holy Mass is a meal of love and friendship
The Holy Mass is a celebration of God’s family
The Holy Mass is where Christ prays for us
3. Prepare yourself for Mass
a. Study and pray the reading in advance
b. Come ahead of time
c. Proclaim the Gospel

Activity
Join a Live the Word hub (LBS) this week
Share your realizations or learning from the mass
in your social media accounts
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What makes a saint a saint?
Build Up Faith

F O L L OW I N G

•

Raine Eguico

...

Takeaways
What is a Saint?
1. People who are Set Apart
a. To be perfect just as your heavenly Father is perfect
b. To love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you
c. To dedicate your whole being to Christ
2. People who strive for Holiness
a. Becoming the men and women God originally designed us to be
b. Being in harmony with Christ
c. Becoming Christ personified here on Earth

Characteristics of a Saint
1. Saints are Humble
a. Dependent on Christ
b. Grateful to Christ
2. Saints are Intimate
a. Intimate in Prayer
b. Intimate through the Sacraments
c. Intimate with fasting
3. Saints are Brave
a. Brave to say yes to His will
b. Brave in living in commitment to Christ
c. A brace to face, embrace and carry their crosses

Activity
1. Research about a Saint that falls under your birthday or any
other saints you seem attracted to.
2. Identify 3 interesting facts about your Saint and share it on
your social media account.
3. Make this Saint your prayer companion and ask God for the
grace that you may desire to be a saint one day.
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Seeing beyond
Build Up Hope

F O L L OW I N G

•

Joy Eguia

...

Takeaways
Adolescents refer to the “youth” (mga kabataan). Adolescence
came from the Latin word, “adolescere” which means to grow up
or to grow in maturity.
Adolescents
• Experience big monumental changes in every aspect of
their life.
• Make a transition from childhood into adulthood
• Labeled as irresponsible, impatient, indecisive - making
immature decisions, causing trouble, and engaging in a
lot of risky behaviors.
General Characteristics of Who the Youth are:
1. The youth are seeking and searching
2. The youth are rapidly changing and transforming
3. The youth are learning and experimenting
• The youth should be seen beyond their weaknesses, their
mistakes, and their wrong labels because there is so much
more in them.
• St. John Bosco once said, “In every young person, a point of
goodness is accessible, and it is our primary duty to discover
that sensitive cord of the heart so as to draw out the best in
the young person.”
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Tips to live a #LifeLikeNoOther:
1. Make the most of this time of discovery
a. Discover yourself
b. Discover yourself in your relationships
c. Discover yourself in your relationship with the Lord
2. Find support and guidance in the people God sends in your life
3. Choose the path that leads you to Christ
Activity
1. Answer the following questions:
a. What did you learn from the workshops?
b. What is your takeaway message?
2. Post your answers as a Facebook status or as a tweet.
3. Put the hashtags #SeeBeyond
#VWYC2020 #BuiltStrong2020
#SeeBe
#MissionNeverStops #LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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Mental health 101
for youth
Build Up Hope
F O L L OW I N G

•

Sweet Remandaban

...

Takeaways
Mental health affects the way people think, feel and act.
Mental wellness is a positive state of mental health.
Mental illnesses are health conditions involving changes
in emotion, thinking or behavior (or a combination of these).

Causes of mental illness

• Biology or genetic predisposition or susceptability
(biochemical factors)
• Environmental factors
- Families
- Schools
- Peers
• Traumatic events and stress
• Newest environmental factor is Social media or Media.

Things that can help keep children and young people
mentally well:
1. Being in good physical health eating a balanced diet and
getting regular exercise
2. Having time and the freedom to play, indoors and outdoors
3. Being part of a family that gets along well most of the time
4. Going to a school that looks after the wellbeing of all its pupils
5. Taking part in local activities for young people
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3 main support that we can have:
Parental Help
Professional Help
Peer / Community Help

Mental Health Support Hotlines
HOPELINE
- (02)8969191 / 09178549191
UPD Psycserv
- 09063743466 / 09167573157
Philippine Psychiatric Association
- 09189424864
National Center for Mental Health Crisis Hotline
- 09178998727, (02)79898727
Ateneo Bulatao Center
- (02) 84265982
In Touch Community Services
- 09178001123, 09228938944, (02)88937603

Activity
Post your learnings and realizations on this workshop
and use the hashtags:
#VWYC2020BuiltSt
#VWYC2020BuiltStrong #BuildUpWorkshops
#MentalHealthAwareness #SpiritualAccompaniment
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Mental health 101
for parents
Build Up Hope
F O L L OW I N G

•

Chinka Sarmiento

...

Takeaways
Mental Health

• Includes emotional, psychological, and social well-being.
• Affects how we think, feel, and act.
• Helps determine how we handle stress, relate to others,
and make choices.
• Important at every stage of life, from childhood and
adolescence through adulthood.
• There should be no stigma attached to it.

Statistics

• Depression is the leading cause of disability worldwide.
• It is a major contributor to the overall burden of disease.
People who are depressed are more prone to illness.
• The consequences of not addressing adolescent mental
health conditions extend to adulthood, impairing both
physical and mental health, and limiting opportunities to
lead fulfilling lives as adults.

As parents and/or coordinators, what should we
watch out for?
• Eating or sleeping too much or too little
• Pulling away from people and usual activities
• Having low or no energy
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• Feeling numb or like nothing matters
• Having unexplained aches and pains
• Feeling helpless or hopeless
• Smoking, drinking or using drugs more than usual
• Feeling unusually confused, forgetful, on edge, angry,
upset, worried, or scared
• Yelling or fighting with family and friends
• Experiencing severe mood swings that cause problems
in relationships
• Having persistent thoughts and memories you can't get
out of your head
• Hearing voices or believing things that are not true
• Thinking of harming yourself or others
• Inability to perform daily tasks

How can we care for our children (Mental, Psychological
and Pastoral):
1. Help children build strong, caring relationships:
• This is extremely important for them. Spend some time
with them more often like at the dinner table. If someone
significant is consistently present, it helps young people
develop resilience because they know that they will always
have someone they can turn to.
2. Help develop their self-esteem so that they feel more confident:
• We do this by showing lots of love and acceptance.
Affirm and acknowledge when they do well. Encourage
them in areas that they can do better. Always recognize
their efforts and balance that by helping them set
realistic goals.
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3. Listen, and respect their feelings:
• It’s ok for them to feel sad or angry. Encourage them to
talk about how they feel and keep communication lines
open. Take interest in what they are interested in.
Help them feel comfortable talking to you.
4. Create a safe, positive home environment:
• Be mindful of gadget use and exposure to media.
Teach them proper internet etiquette or netiquette.
Guide them as they navigate through the worldwide web.
Be extra sensitive also in assuring their safety.
• Talk about family issues or concerns but be careful not
to discuss issues or concerns that they cannot yet handle
or that are not appropriate for their developmental stage.
• Remember, a teenager’s frontal lobe, which is responsible
for judgment, is not yet fully developed.
5. In difficult situations, assist them in solving their problems:
• Guide them and show them how to relax when they
feel upset. Teach them mindfulness exercise that can
help calm and soothe their senses. This could be deep
breathing, taking some time alone, or going for a walk.
• Without taking over the narrative, help them come up
with possible solutions or ideas to improve the situation
they are in.

What does positive mental health do?

• Positive mental health allows people to:
• Realize their full potential
• Cope with the stresses of life
• Work productively
• Make meaningful contributions to their communities
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How can we help maintain positive mental health?

• Connect with them, help them connect with others.
• Accompany them. Assist them in staying positive.
• Encourage them to get physically active.
• Suggest helping others – transfer the focus to others
rather than too much on self.
• Get enough sleep
• Develop better coping skills
• Don’t be in denial. Get professional help if it is needed.

• It’s not [just] about what you do. Saint Teresa of Kolkata said,
“It’s how much love you put into what you do that count.”

Activity
Post your learnings and realizations on this workshop
and use the hashtags:
#VWYC2020BuiltStrong #BuildUpWorkshops
#MissionNeverStops #LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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Made for more
Build Up Love

F O L L OW I N G

•

Jo-i Villas

...

Takeaways
What are you looking for? Have you found what you are
looking for? Do you know what you are looking for?
Do you know how to look for it?
It is normal to look for something. It’s even beautiful that
we’re looking for something because it shows that we
have a desire.

How important is Desire?
In the first words Jesus spoke at verses 38-39 in the book
of John, it shows that:
1. Jesus is concerned with our desires
2. Jesus wants to know what we are looking for
3. Jesus invites us that we may be able to find what we
are looking for
St Augustine: “The whole life of a Good Christian is a
Holy Longing”
1. Our whole life will always be a pursuit of desire
2. We must be trained that we may always desire Holiness
This concept is also known as Eros

What is Eros
1. The desire in us that seeks God
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2. Link to the term “Capas Dei” which means we have
the capacity to connect to God
3. The sense of overjoy you feel in finding God, your desire,
and your answer.
The challenge: We have all these desires, but do we connect
it to the source which is God

Different Approaches
App
to our Desires
1. Addict Approach - Getting addicted to a certain label
or object because it gives you the feeling of wholeness
and joy even if it isn’t whole and true before God
2. Stoic Approach - Denying that you are searching for
something by suppressing or numbing your feelings
3. Aspiring Mystic Approach - Leading your desires in the
right direction which is back to Christ for you know only
He can answer and give the desires you seek.

How do we go about our Desire?
In the first words Jesus spoke at verses 38-39 in the book
of John, it shows that:
1. Entrusting our life to Christ believing it is in good hands
2. Aligning the desires we have to the desires of God
3. Pray, with your whole and honest heart, that we may
meet God in all the things we do

Activity
1. Get a piece of paper and divide it into two.
2. On one side, write the top 5 desires you have as of the today
3. On the other side, write a short prayer that God may bless
those desires in your heart
4. Post your learnings and realizations on this workshop
and use the hashtags:
#VWYC2020 #BuiltStrong2020 #MissionNeverStops
#LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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Life matters
Build Up Love

F O L L OW I N G

•

RJ Moriones

...

Takeaways
What is life really all about?
1. Life is a Gift
a. You were made by God out of His image and likeness
b. You are special as you are created unique, created
unrepeatable and created as his highest form
of creation
c. You are loved and are called to love as well
2. Life is Sacred
a. You belong to God for His breath, His very essence
is within you
b. You have a purpose which is to know, love, serve, and
be with God in heaven
3. Life is Valuable
a. You are valuable because of whom you happen
to be: God’s child
b. You are of great value because God loves you greatly
c. You come from a family which is valuable to God
and to society
We have all these because God’s plan for us is true, good,
and beautiful
Satan wants to destroy
this by leading us to the Culture of Death
dest
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1. A culture and opposes life and violates the integrity of
the human person
2. Satan’s tool to assault family and life
3. Supreme dishonor to God and His plan

How do we defend Faith, Family, and Life?
1. Live Life
a. Faithful in our prayer life and in sacraments
b. Living a life of holiness
2. Defend Life
a. Educating ourselves in pro-life topics and issues
b. Living and Sharing Christ in our Homes
3. Promote Life
a. Share your Jesus story
b. Be a Jesus to the people around you

Activity
1. Choose and Upload one of your favorite family photos
2. Tag your family and thank them for their love and support
a. Religious Life
b. Single Blessedness
c. Married Life
3. End it with the hashtags:
#LiveLife #LifeMatters #VWYC2020 #BuiltStrong2020
#MissionNeverStops #LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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Content is key
Build Up Mission

F O L L OW I N G

•

Andy Gruet

...

Takeaways
- There are two definitions of content:
(1) what is inside and (2) fulfilled and satisfied.
- The only way that people will feel satisfied is if they see
content that fills their hearts with God.
- How we can make content that will lead people to true
contentment? What are the kinds of content that we can
how we can make that content to satisfy people?
make and h

Five Simple and Basic Steps of Making Good Content
1. Guard your heart
• Proverbs 4:23 - “Above all else, above all things, guard
your heart. for everything you do flows from it.”
• The content of your heart will translate to the content
that you want to create on social media.
• It’s going to be a constant pursuit of holiness.
It’s going to be a constant pursuit of making good content.
2. Think of the story you want to tell
• People need stories today to be able to understand what
God needs them to understand.
3. Be immersed in social media
4. Be disciplined
• Motivation is the reason for doing something. You will
always have that reason and that reason is Love.
• Your motivation for making good content is Love.
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4. Glorify the Lord and not yourself
• We, ourselves, must be signs that point to the One
who is extremely beautiful.
• “In things of beauty, he contemplated the one who is
supremely beautiful.” -St. Bonaventure
• In making good content, we are called to holiness.

Activity
Post your learnings and realizations on this workshop
and use the hashtags:
#VWYC2020 #BuiltStrong2020 #MissionNeverStops
#LifeLikeNoOther #BuildUpWorkshops
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You have a story to tell
Build Up Mission

F O L L OW I N G

•

Jepoy Meneses

...

Takeaways
8 Secrets on Giving a Good Talk
1. Prepare! Prepare! Prepare!
a. Allot some time to prepare.
• A week or more to you can prepare.
• Do not accept talks 2-3 days before.
b. Know your objectives.
c. Know the tools.
• Will you use a PowerPoint? Props?
d. Know your Audience.
• What’s their age?
• What language do they prefer?
e. Create your own outline based on the outline given to you.
f. Do not use the excuse “As the spirit leads” to cover up
your lack of preparation.
g. Pray.
2. Use Tools to help get your point across
a. Stories, Illustrations, and Props can help people understand
your points
3. Powerpoint can Help but I can also be a Distraction.
a. Do not use bullet points.
b. Do not copy-paste your talk into the slides.
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c. Have 1 idea per slide.
d. Use images to support your idea.
e. Use large fonts.
4. Number your Points or use Acronyms
a. Numbering and Acronyms help people remember points
easier and help know where they are
5. Make it Personal
a. Having relatable stories helps people grasp
difficult concepts.
b. People remember your sharings more than the talk points.
6. Use Voice Inflection and Pause for Effect
a. Know when to decrease or increase your voice.
b. Enjoy your talk so that it becomes conversational
(comes with preparing).
7. Practice! Practice! Practice!
a. Practice makes permanence. Practice until it becomes
second nature.
b. Practice in front of a mirror to observe your mannerisms
c. Practice with an honest friend to have feedback
d. Record and listen to your self talk
8. Remember you are Pointing People to Christ and not Yourself
a. This talk is not about you, but about Christ
b. You are simply a microphone whom God speaks to
His people
c. You are there to give them affirmation, not information
9. Leave it all up to God. In the end, it is His work to transform
people and not your talk

Activity
1. Ask your servant to schedule a mock talk with him or her.
Ask the servant to assign you a talk that they can listen to.
2. Prepare for your talk. Use all the tips above.
3. Give your talk on the day you scheduled it.
4. Ask your servant for feedback to improve your talking skills.
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Road to 500
Build Up Mission

F O L L OW I N G

•

Dylan Reyes

...

Takeaways
In this stage of our life is a stage where we should meet
Jesus Christ. Only in Jesus can we really find out who we
are and what we are called to do.
Unfortunately, a lot of young people continue to miss
and encounter Jesus in an intimate and personal way.

What can we still do to prepare ourselves for
500 years of Christianity in the Philippines?
1. Embrace New Evangelization
What is New Evangelization?
New Evangelization is renewing ourselves (Matthew 9:17)
2. Make Initial Proclamation
Romans 10:13-15
For people to accept, they need to hear the good
news from you and me
3. Make a Positive Difference
a. It is about changing our Priorities
b. It is about urgency
c. It is about Newness
d. It is about Involvement of Every Catholic
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Activity
Go Fish
PERSONAL WRITING TESTIMONY WORKSHOP
MY LIFE BEFORE
BECOMING A MEMBER OF MFC YOUTH

1.
2.
3.
4.

It doesn’t have to be dramatic like being addicted to
drugs, vices, etc. You can share your past insecurities,
attitude problems, etc.

HOW I JOINED MFC YOUTH

1.
2.
3.
4.

Share how you were invited to the youth camp, who invited
you and what do you remember most. Share what follow up
activities that made you commit yourself to Christ.

MY LIFE AFTER
ACCEPTING CHRIST IN MY MFC YOUTH CAMP
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be enthusiastic. What changed since you accepted Christ in
your life? Are you more joyful, secure and contented now?
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www.mfcyouth.org

MFChristYouth
mfcyouth_
mfc_youth
MFC Youth
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